
A NEWSLETTER FOR KIDS ABOUT MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

The World of

Parents with MS and
their kids seem to
have many of the same
concerns and experi-
ences regardless of
where they live in the
world. This issue of
Keep S’myelin takes 
you on a trip around
the globe to learn more
about MS. We talk to a
child in Italy whose mom
has MS and to a psy-
chologist from the MS
Society in Australia who
works with families. We
find MS researchers in
many diffe rent countries
who are working hard to
find a cure for MS and
we learn how to say 
MS in different lan-
guages! And there’s a
lot more. We hope you
e n joy learning about MS
around the world!
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Multiple sclerosis (MS
for short) is a disease
that affects the central
nervous system (the
brain and the spinal
cord). The brain is like a
computer that tells the
body what to do. The
spinal cord is like a thick
wire attached to the
computer. Messages trav-
el from the brain, along
the spinal cord, to the
other parts of the body.

When a person has MS,
the covering (myelin) 

M.S that protects the nerves
gets damaged. Scars form
where the myelin is dam-
aged. As messages travel
from the brain, they some-
times get stuck or slowed
down by these scars.
When this happens, the
other parts of the body
can’t always do what the
brain is telling them to do.

Sometimes people with
MS have trouble seeing.
Sometimes their arms and
legs feel weak, or their
skin feels “tingly”(like
p i n s a n d needles). Some-
times they lose their bal-
ance, or sometimes it’s

hard to walk. MS prob-
lems like these are called
“symptoms.” Symptoms
of MS can come and
go…we don’t know exact-
ly why. Sometimes you
don’t even notice the
symptoms. At other times
they are pretty obvious.
It’s hard for a person with
MS to know from one day
to the next how he or she
will feel. That is why we
say that MS is unpre-
dictable.

Interesting Fact: 
Multiple means many.
Sclerosis means scars. So,
multiple sclerosis means
“many scars.”
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In Cambridge,
England, researchers
are trying to better
understand why some
people get MS and 

others don’t.

Everyone is very hopeful that the work
of these scientists and others will
lead to new treatments for MS.

In Milan, Italy,
researchers are trying a
new medicine that may
help to shorten attacks
(exacerbations) of MS.

In London, Ontario,
Canada, scientists are
carefully observing a
large number of people
with MS to better pre-
dict how a person’s
MS will turn out.

Scientists
all over the world
are working very

hard to discover the
cause and cure of MS.

Here are several
exciting research

projects ...
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Sara is 11 years old and
lives in Genoa, Italy. She
likes reading, fencing, and
cooking. Her favorite sub-
jects at school are French,
English, Music, and Art.
She has three birds
named Arancia (which is
the Italian word for
"orange”), Limone (which
means “lemon”), and
Brioche (which is a type of
breakfast roll). Sara
wants to be a chef when
she grows up. (Thanks to
Michele Uccelli from the MS
Society in Italy for con-
ducting this interview and
translating Sara’s
answers.)

Keep S’myelin: How did you
learn that your mom had
MS?
Sara: My mom and dad
told me. My dad showed me
my mom’s MRI* with the
white spots and explained
that the spots on mom’s
brain made it hard for her
to do certain things.
(*ed note: An MRI is like a
special x-ray that helps a
doctor know if someone has
MS.)

Keep S’myelin: Do you
remember how you felt
when you found out?

Sara: I was only six at the
time and I didn’t really
understand what it meant.
Then, when I was old enough
to understand, it didn’t
matter anymore because I 
was already used to it!

Keep S’myelin: How do you 
learn about MS now if you
have a question?
Sara: I ask my mom or I ask
the physiotherapist (PT)
from the MS Society when
she comes to our house.

Keep S’myelin: Have you
made any changes to your
home because of MS?
Sara: We put grab bars in
the bathroom for my mom.
We also lowered the buzzer 

that opens the door down-
stairs in our apartment
building, so mom can open
the door from where she’s
sitting on the couch. Also,
we rearranged the bedroom
so her side of the bed is
closer to the bathroom.
Mom has a wheelchair to
use outside and a walker to
use inside. We also have a
special parking space out-
side our building.

Keep S’myelin: How do you
help your mom?
Sara: I wash the dishes, help
her get to the bathroom,
and I bring her things like
her slippers. I also push the
wheelchair behind her when
she walks in the house.

Keep S’myelin: Any message
to children in the United
States who have a parent
with MS?
Sara: Accept your mom or
dad no matter what and be
happy because MS is not
such a big problem. Your
mom or dad isn’t an
extraterrestrial from outer
space, but just your mom or
dad— same as before!

Keep S’myelin: How do you
say “‘multiple sclerosis”’ in
Italian?
Sara: Sclerosi multipla.

Sara and her mom on
vacation in Vienna, Austria



Alaska. Alaska has many
different native groups
such as Eskimo,
A t h a b a scan, and Aleut. It
is not unusual to see a
moose at the school bus
stop in the morning!
Sometimes, we see moose
wandering down the street
in downtown Anchorage,
our largest city. We have
thousands of eagles, the
largest bears in the world,
wolves, caribou, and
mountain goats. We catch
some of the largest salmon
in the world. Alaska is one
of the most beautiful 

Alaska is the largest
state in the United States.
There are over 100,000
glaciers, 3,000 rivers,
3,000,000 lakes, and
1,800 islands! Te m p e r a t u re s
in Alaska can range from
80 degrees below zero to
90 degrees above. In some
parts of Alaska, snow may
be as deep as 40 feet!
People who need to travel
in wheelchairs or with
walkers in Alaska often
have a difficult time  because
of all the snow and ice. 
There are about one thou-
sand people with MS in 
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places on earth, but people
here still get multiple scle-
rosis, as well as all the
other diseases found
around the world. We have
just opened the first MS
clinic in Alaska with doc-
tors who fly here from
Seattle, Washington, to see
patients. Because there are
so few roads in Alaska,
outside the big cities, peo-
ple sometimes have to take
a boat or plane to get to
the clinic. The MS Society
in Alaska works very hard
to help families and to
raise money to find a cure
for MS.

To find out more about
Alaska, log on to 
www.alaska.com or visit
your local library. Even
better, maybe you can come
and visit us some day!

Thanks to Vickie Dodge-
Pamplin for contributing
this article.



Clue: All country names are horizontal or vertical (no diagonals!)
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Australia is about one third the
size of the USA and has a much
smaller population. There are
about 20,000 people with MS
in Australia (compared to about
300,000 in America). Like the
National MS Society in the
United States, the MS Society in
Australia offers children’s pro-
grams to help give information
and support for kids who have
a parent with MS.

Most of the children’s programs
happen during school 
holidays and take place 
in Melbourne. We have 
had artists, dramatists,
actors, storytellers, and
games leaders come in to
join the MS Society staff
and help lead the programs.
They help the kids mix and
mingle and have a good
time. Kids talk to each
other about what it is like
to have a parent with MS.
There is a chance to have
questions answered. Kids
can ask the most frighten-
ing questions about MS that
they may be afraid to ask their
parents. These are the same
questions that worry kids all
over the world: “Will my m o m
or my dad die from MS?” “Will
I get MS?” “Did I cause my
parent’s MS?”

Another program for kids and
their families is Family Camp,
held at a campsite near
Melbourne. At the campsite,
grown-ups and kids play lots
of “getting to know you”
games so that everyone can
link up with someone“in the
same boat.” There are plenty
of activities for everybody:
canoeing, sailing, horseback
riding, team games, discus-
sions, hikes, and quiet
games.

Many lasting friendships have
started at Family Camp. Often, kids keep in touch
with their new friends by phone or e-mail.
Sometimes, there are camp reunions. Family Camp
really helps kids and their families learn a lot
about MS and feel less alone.

Thanks to Lindsay Vowels, PhD, who
is a psychologist at the MS Society
of Victoria, Australia, for this article.

Having fun on the ropes
at MS Family Camp

in Australia
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PARENTS' PULL OUT

In this issue of Keep
S’myelin, your child(ren)
will learn about the larg-
er world of MS.  Since
families can sometimes
feel very alone in their
efforts to cope with the
impact of MS in their
lives, it may come as a
real surprise to learn that
parents and children
around the world are
sharing this experience—
and that MS Societies
like ours are working to
support their efforts.
Talking about interna-

tional MS research and
visiting the web site of
the Multiple Sclerosis
International Federation
will help you all to feel
part of a large, proactive
team.

If you have a globe or
atlas in your home, be
sure to look at all the
places mentioned in the
articles.  If you don’t have
either of these, you can
mark the places on your
papier-mâché globe! 

While painting in the con-
tinents and oceans, you
and your kids can practice
saying "la sclerose en
plaques" or letting "il sis-
tema nervoso centrale"
roll off your tongues.

As you and your
child(ren) hear about the
experiences of families in
other countries, ask them
how they think these other
kids might be feeling,
what questions they might
have, what their lives 

might be like.  This will
give all of you the
opportunity to talk
about the shared experi-
ences of families every-
where, as well as some
of the important differ-
ences.  The parents
described in this issue
vary considerably in
their symptoms and use
of mobility devices.
Your kids may need to
be reminded that no two
people have MS in
exactly the same way.

If your family is plan-
ning a vacation in the
near future, take the
opportunity to get your
children involved in the
planning.  Visit the trav-
el web sites or call and
ask for brochures about
accessible travel oppor-
tunities.  Engage your
kids in thinking about
ways to make the trip
easy, fun, and accessible
for every member of the
family.
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Make the paste by mixing 1 part
flour with 2 parts water.

Tear newspaper strips about 1
inch wide and 3 inches long. 

Blow up a balloon and tie it.

Dip the strips of newspaper in
the paste and wrap the balloon as
smoothly as possible with one layer
of papier-mâché strips. 

-    Then wrap again with 3 more
layers.

-    Next, use the papier-mâché to
make mountains and valleys. 

Let the balloon dry for at least
24 hours. 

Using poster or tempura paints,
paint the continents and the oceans!

Make a globe out of papier-mâché using strips of old
newspaper and paste made from flour and water.

1
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Large balloon
Flour
Water
Newspaper
Poster or
tempura paint
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Here are some excellent
web sites to visit for infor-
mation about traveling with
a disability.

,

SATH has been representing
the interests of disabled
travelers for 25 years. They
have gathered a great deal
of information about access
in many world-wide loca-
tions.

This is a network of peo-
ple with disabilities
around the world who
have joined together to
form a group who share
information about travel.
They offer a newsletter
and members often lend a
hand to travelers coming
to their home town.
Note: There is a member-
ship fee.

Broaden Your Horizons! See the World! 
Take Your Family on the Road!

SATH Society for
Accessible Travel and
Hospitality

347 5th Avenue, Suite 610
NewYork,  NY 10016
212-447-7284
www.sath.org

Moss Rehab Hospital
Information Services

1200 West Tabor Road
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-456-5995
www.mossresourcenet.org

Travelin’ Talk Network

P.O. Box 1796
Wheat Ridge, CO 80034
303-232-2979
www.travelintalk.net

This is a very comprehen-
sive source of travel infor-
mation. Tip sheets, referrals
for travelers, and more.

As of the printing of this newsletter, all phone num-
bers and web addresses were accurate. These,
however, are subject to change. If you discover an
inaccuracy, we encourage you to check with
Directory Assistance or an Internet search engine.
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RESOURCES FOR PARENTS

"HOW TO TALK ABOUT MS
WITH YOUR CHILDREN"
This guide offers practical advice to
parents to help them communicate
more effectively with their children
about MS.

"MYELIN IS GETTING ON MY
NERVES"- This is a 33-page, illustrat-
ed activity book designed for children
aged 6-12 and their families.

Requests for these booklets
can be made by calling the 
MS Society of Canada at 
416-922-6065 or by e-mail

at: info@mssociety.ca

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION
MISSION:
Making worldwide connections
to end multiple sclerosis
and its effects.

The Federation seeks 
to work in worldwide
partnership with
member MS societies 
and the international 
research community to eliminate multi-
ple sclerosis and its consequences, and
to speak out globally on behalf of
those affected by multiple sclerosis. 

1-800-FIGHT-MS.
You will be connected
to your local chapter.
Ask them to add your
name to the Keep
S'myelin distribution
list. IT'S FREE! Keep
S'myelin is published
quarterly by the
National MS Society.
Past issues are also
available at your local
chapter.

Skyline House
3rd Floor 
200 Union Street
London, England
SE1OLX
Tel: 011-44-207 6201911
e-mail: info@msif.org
address: www.msif.org

MSIF

Go to the MSIF’s “World
of MS” web site for infor-
mation on the worldwide
research effort, transla-
tions of information about
MS in 20 languages, con-
tact information for the 38
member MS societies,
information on all aspects
of MS, personal profiles,
and more.

KEEP S'MYELIN
is now available on line at
www.nationalmssociety.org
You can e-mail us at:
KeepSmyelin@nmss.org

RESOURCES

HOW CAN YOU
SUBSCRIBE TO
KEEP S'MYELIN

CALL

?

FOR PARENTS



Keep S'myelin is a quarterly publication for children
with parents or other relatives with multiple sclerosis. It
is produced by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society
and funded by a grant from our Gateway Area
Chapter. The National Multiple Sclerosis Society is
proud to be a source of information about multiple
sclerosis. Our comments are based on professional
advice, published experience and expert opinion, but
do not represent therapeutic recommendations or pre-
scriptions. For specific information and advice, consult
a qualified physician.

The National Multiple Sclerosis Society does not
endorse products, services, or manufacturers. Such
names appear here solely because they are considered
valuable information. The Society assumes no liability
whatsoever for the contents or use of any product or
service mentioned.
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The mission of the
National Multiple

Sclerosis Society is to
end the devastating effects

of multiple sclerosis.


